INTRODUCTION
The photographic process depends upon the fact that the reduction of silver ions within a grain of silver halide by a developing solution proceeds more rapidly for an exposed grain than for an unexposed one.
In all sensitive radiation detectors there is a tremendous magnification of the energy lost by a charged particle.
Itis instructive to calculate the There is a threshold excitation energy of about 2.5 eV before the lowest unoccupied electron energy levels are reached in silver bromide. In these condJlctiohlev~els; ';~l:e-:Ctt:on;;stnigrate freely through .the crystal. We have found that the following concept of a track unit meets these requirements.
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One track unitis tlie number of tracks perctri. These are the ranges of a 4.0-MeV proton and a 6.5-MeV proton respectively. We then refer to the predicted fraction (Table  II) Intensity (or number of recoils) per unit solid angle dnjd n is proportional to the cosine of the lab angle. Figure   6 represents the actual intensity dist ribution of recoils in spac e.
For a detector of given aperture at a constant distance from the origin, the maximum intensity occurs at 0 deg. or head-on. At e =0 deg, dnjde vanishes because when de revolves about the figure axis it cuts a vanishingly small surface on the intensity sphere. Figure   9 does not represent a space distribution of recoils; it is useful, however, 
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(cont. )
The intensity sphere surface concept is useful to achieve an isotropic exposure of film to a neutron source.
To do this ':: place the film ,at the tip of a spinning rod and construct a hypothetical~pherical surface about the film ( see Fig. 11 ). Then arrange apparatus 'that allows the source to slide on the surface (along a 180-deg arc as shown) in such a way that ,the surface is "painted" or exposed evenly as the sphere spins with the film.
To do this, the duration of the source at any angle e must be proportional to sin e.
In practice it is difficult to devise a mechanical system which moves a source sinusoidally along an 180 deg arc.
As an approximation to sinusoidal motion,
we place the source ,at 6 to 8 angular positions on the arc and make the duration or each exposure proportional to the sine of its angular position.
B. Derivation o~t~e Basic Equation f~~adiator
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